
The Whole Horse Approach with Helen Spence

    
Paul Gilbert 3 circle model of emotional regulation in The Compassionate Mind, as 
mentioned by Helen Spence in her seminar.

Helen suggested this could be used to assess the emotions in our horses, so the 
Threat (FEAR) System triggers the Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS) response 
active in distress, whilst the Drive System comes in to play with SEEKING and PLAY 
and produces the SNS response active in eustress. The Soothing System is a 
Parasympathetic Nervous System (PNS) response that we see in the rest and digest 
phase of training and learning.

There is a fine balance between the horse getting enough stimulation to activate the 
Drive System (seeking) but not to trigger the Threat System (frustration, rage, fear).

We all need some good stress (eustress), it is what motivates us to do things, but too 
much can lead to over excitement and possibly manic behaviour, which can tip over 
in to distress. In our horses we need to manage the situation so they don’t get over 
stimulated and get frustrated, we need to be very good at reading the emotional state 
of the horse.

The PNS calms it all down and the horse needs a mechanism whereby he can 
control the emotions, eating stimulates the PNS, as do scratches - if the horse likes 
them. We do need to recognise whether the horse is in the SNS or a PNS state. 



The Drive System (SEEKiNG and PLAY according to Panksepp) is activated in 
appetitive (positive reinforcement) training and the Threat System (Panksepps 
RAGE and FEAR) is activated if we use aversive (negative reinforcement) training, 
that triggers a flight or avoidance response. It may only be mild anxiety but it is 
adrenaline (epinephrine) that is produced. Long term distress produces cortisol 
which has a longer half life (approximately 66 minutes at lower levels) than 
adrenaline (2 - 3 minutes). 

The reinforcement in both types of training should trigger the PNS ((Soothing 
System),Panksepps CARE system), so the addition of an appetitive or the relief/
removal of the aversive stimulus. If they stay in the red zone they can’t learn 
effectively.  Adding a cookie on top of aversive training may or may not work - it 
depends on saliency - is the appetitive higher than the aversive and it is the horse 
who decides. 

However we can have the horse go over threshold with badly done appetitive 
training, so they don’t get to the rest and digest phase but flip into the Threat System. 
With aversive stimulus training the removal of the stimulus needs to be the instant 
the required behaviour occurs, or the horse can stay in the Threat System and 
become more stressed. Distress can manifest by trying to flee or fight or if those 
don’t work they may freeze. If we see horses bucking, rearing or running off during 
training they are definitely over threshold. Some horses may only show mild irritation, 
we had one who would kick a riders leg off his side, or try to bite peoples toes and he 
also threaten to kick the handler when on the lunge. He made it very clear he wasn’t 
happy with these aversives, he was a very calm horse normally but most definitely 
made his opinions known. 

(This is why it is essential anyone handling horses learns to recognise distress and 
eustress - are they excited and in SEEKING mode or are they in flight/fight/freeze 
mode - RAGE/FEAR which may manifest as frustration - a horse who chases with 
pinned ears and a snakey neck is over threshold and needs time to calm down. So 
know the difference between enthusiasm and frustration).

It was also interesting to learn that whilst some horses will run when a rider is 
unbalanced (through fear) some freeze for the same reason. So we may think we 
have a nice sensible horse who looks after his rider when in fact he is afraid due to 
balance issues and just stops. This is why riders need to learn to stay in balance with 
the horse.
Young horses have more difficulty balancing with a rider and they tend to run on the 
forehand especially when asked to canter, this is why we often see youngsters 
running into canter. It may be better to train them from walk to canter or delay the 
canter until they are more balanced. If we are out of balance and feel as if we are 
falling the sympathetic nervous system takes over to keep us safe, so elevated heart 
rate and a dry mouth amongst other things, the same happens in the horse.

Emotions and behaviour are linked and we need to look at the whole horse, so 
environment, husbandry, equine ethology and training all interact.
E.G The Five Freedoms of Animal Welfare.

Classical and operant conditioning are present all the time, even when we aren’t 
training. So the horse is learning by associations and consequences in all situations. 



They are not types of training or methods but scientific principles (laws)  of how we 
all learn. There is no one size fits all recipe for training horses, horses all have their 
individual needs, personalities and experiences and these affect how they react. 
Some might find a touch with a hand pleasant whilst another may find it aversive and 
unpleasant.

Know the species you train and know the individual as much as possible. This makes 
it much easier to keep out of the red zone and learn to recognise which zone they 
are in at any given moment.

Comments in italics are my thoughts on the subject and not necessarily those 
expressed at the seminar.
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